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Abstract

While it is commonly recognized that legacy assets are, in most cases, an important contributor to the core assets for software product lines, systematic methods for making decisions on when to incorporate legacy assets (versus building new assets) have not been available. Two methods developed by the Software Engineering Institute fill this gap: the Mining Architectures for Product Lines (MAP) method and the Options Analysis for Reengineering (OAR) method.

Both of these methods, which are described in this report, support different aspects of the Product Parts Pattern, which is applied to develop the core assets for a product line. The MAP method provides a suitability analysis of existing systems' software architectures as candidates for a product line architecture. After an architecture has been developed or chosen, the OAR method provides a disciplined approach for making decisions on rehabilitating legacy assets that may be incorporated into the product line asset base.

This technical note describes both the MAP and OAR methods, the activities that each involves, and examples of applying them.
1 Introduction

Software product lines\(^1\) have delivered substantial improvements in productivity and quality, as well as savings in cost and time to market. Clements and Northrop [Clements 01] present a software product line framework that identifies 29 essential practice areas that are required to successfully implement a product line.

In addition, Clements and Northrop apply the concept of patterns to help organizations decide which groupings of practice areas to apply in specific situations. Patterns are a way of expressing common contexts and problem/solution sets. When used in a product line context, patterns identify common problems that organizations encounter in implementing product lines and a set of practice areas and the relations between them, which will enable the organization to address the problem. This enables an organization to quickly focus on the practices that are required for the task at hand.

One of these patterns, the Product Parts Pattern, is applied to develop the core assets for a product line. In developing core assets, it is often desirable to mine assets from existing systems. However, it is difficult to make informed decisions on the relevance of existing assets and the types of changes that would be required to make them suitable for inclusion in the product line asset base.

This technical note focuses on two methods developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) that can be used to support the application of the Product Parts Pattern in making decisions about using existing assets as potential core assets for product lines. The Mining Architectures for Product Lines (MAP) method addresses assets at the architecture level [O’Brien 01],\(^2\) while the Options Analysis for Reengineering (OAR) method addresses assets at the component level [Bergey 01].

Section 2 of this document describes the role of the MAP and OAR methods within the Product Parts Pattern. Section 3 describes the MAP and OAR methods. Section 4 summarizes

---

\(^1\) A software product line is set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [Clements 01].

\(^2\) The MAP method can also be used to support other product line patterns. For example, in the What to Build Pattern, there is a need to determine the commonalities among existing products so you can decide which products to include in the product line. Also, in the Forced March Pattern, a similar understanding of an organization’s existing systems is required to distill out the commonalities and variations. These uses of the MAP method are not explored in this technical note.
an example in which the MAP and OAR methods are used together. Section 5 provides conclusions and suggests possible next steps.
2 Role of the MAP and OAR Methods in Applying the Product Parts Pattern

In developing a product line, a number of core assets are required including the product line requirements, architecture, components, and testing artifacts. These assets can be built from scratch, bought or contracted for, or mined from existing assets. The Product Parts Pattern suggests how to use the practice areas and other patterns in developing or acquiring these assets. Figure 1 illustrates what practice areas work together in the Product Parts Pattern to develop the core assets.

Figure 1: The Product Parts Pattern

As shown in Figure 1, the product line requirements drive the product line architecture and component definition. The Each Asset Pattern for architecture delivers the product line architecture that specifies the components. In performing an Each Asset analysis for architecture, it is often relevant to analyze the role that existing architectures may play in satisfying the needs for variability and commonality that are required for the product line.

The MAP method [O'Brien 01] analyzes the architectures of existing systems and the commonalities and variabilities across these architectures. It determines whether a product line is feasible and whether some of the knowledge already gained from the analysis can be
reused. The MAP method can be used to analyze multiple systems to understand their architectures. Because the MAP method performs an analysis of the existing systems, including the identification of existing components, it also provides information on where to look for legacy components.

After an architecture is selected or developed, components need to be developed to implement the product line’s architecture. Figure 1 shows that the “Make/Buy/Mine/Commission” practice area determines whether these components will be built, purchased, mined, or commissioned.

The Make/Buy/Mine/Commission analysis determines how individual assets come to be. As a result of the MAP method, the organization will have knowledge of the existing components. This knowledge can be used as input to choosing the asset-sourcing approach. Once these decisions are made, other technical practice areas and patterns are used to develop the assets, mine them, acquire commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) assets, or create or commission the assets.

If the components are to be mined from one or more existing systems, the “Mining Existing Assets” practice area will be required. You must know which assets are appropriate for mining, how to rehabilitate them, and how much the changes will cost. The OAR method provides a disciplined approach for making detailed technical decisions in support of the “Mining Existing Assets” practice area, such as whether it is feasible to mine certain components.

To demonstrate how the MAP and OAR methods fill a role in the Product Parts Pattern, each is described briefly in Section 3. Section 4 outlines a product line scenario and summarizes how the MAP and OAR methods could be used to support the scenario. The results are then related to other practice areas within the Product Parts Pattern.
3 The MAP and OAR Methods

This section gives an overview of the MAP and OAR methods and describes the activities involved in each one.

3.1 The MAP Method

As mentioned earlier, the goal of the Product Parts Pattern is to develop core assets for a product line. An existing software architecture can provide strong leverage if it can evolve to be the product line architecture, or if parts of the architectures of existing systems can be reused in the development of the product line architecture. However, many existing software architectures were not originally constructed to be reused in the development of multiple products; they do not have robust variation mechanisms to address needed variability in the required features and quality attributes. In addition, most current architectures don’t have enough documentation to determine whether and how they may be suitable. An analysis is necessary to determine the usefulness of the legacy architectures.

The MAP method [O’Brien 01] provides such analysis. It determines whether the architectures are similar and whether the corresponding systems have the potential of becoming a software product line. These systems can be from the same domain, such as engine controller, or from similar domains, such as window lifter and sunroof.

The MAP method analyzes the architectural styles and attributes of a set of systems. This analysis determines if there are similar components and connections between the components within these systems and examines their commonalities and variabilities. It combines techniques for architecture reconstruction (extracting information from the source code and building architectural views of the system) and product line analysis (examining the quality attributes and determining their commonalities and variabilities).

The MAP method provides a detailed understanding of the architectures and components of a set of existing products. It may be possible to reuse parts of the architecture when developing the product line architecture. Identifying the set of components within these systems can also assist in the mining process (discussed in Section 4.4).
3.1.1 Details of the MAP Method

The MAP method involves the following six steps, which are illustrated in Figure 2:

1. Preparation—identifying the organizational and technical issues (such as the motivations for moving to a product line approach and the people who are available to assist in the analysis effort) and selecting the candidate systems to be analyzed. These systems should be representative of the overall set of systems from which the organization wants to create a product line. And these systems may be from the same domain or related domains as noted above.

2. Extraction—extracting information from the source code of each system and putting it into a database for further manipulation. This information consists of a set of elements (functions, files, variables, etc.) and relations between these elements (calls, uses_variable, etc.). Along with the static information from the source code, dynamic information (such as the actual set of functions called or dynamic configuration details) may be used if available. In many cases, it is not. Kazman and associates discuss this in more depth [Kazman 01].

3. Composition—establishing several component views of the system. Abstracting the source information to identify components and the relationships among them generates these views. This is the key step for capturing candidate structures for the commonality and variability evaluation.

4. Qualification—mapping known architectural styles and quality attributes (performance, safety, etc.) to the system and its components

5. Evaluation—evaluating the candidate architectures and systems to determine their commonalities, variabilities, and other attributes. Evaluations could involve
   • analyzing customer- and system-specific features
   • variation points in customer features, protocols, operating systems, and hardware
   • domain vocabulary, such as vocabularies for requirements, design, and implementation; and specialized vocabularies, such as customer-specific terminology
   • product evolution, such as the evolution of a system from an autonomous system to a network device
   • quality attributes, such as safety, performance, and timing constraints

6. Follow-on—recommending next steps and follow-up activities

The outputs of applying the MAP method make up a detailed analysis of the architectures of several systems and identify their commonalities, variabilities, and other quality attributes. This information can lead to the development of a product line architecture for these systems.
3.2 The OAR Method

Referring back to Figure 1 and the Product Parts Pattern, a product line architecture must be populated with components. The Make/Buy/Mine/Commission analysis is used to decide how to get the product line assets, including the components. The OAR method can be used to inform this analysis. In addition, if mining is selected, the OAR method can be used to identify potential reusable components (to satisfy the component needs defined in the architecture) and to analyze the changes that would be needed to rehabilitate them for the product line. The OAR method identifies mining options, and the cost, effort, and risks associated with each one.

Because of the difficulty of identifying potential components to mine, projects have often deferred mining decisions indefinitely or gone to an “all or nothing” approach. The lack of discrimination based on sound decision criteria is surely not good business practice, let alone good product line practice. The OAR method addresses this problem by establishing a more formalized approach to making decisions about mining software components.

3.2.1 Overview of OAR Activities

As shown in Figure 3, the OAR method consists of five major activities with tasks that can be scaled to analyze a small number (15-20) or a much larger number of components.
3.2.1.1 Establish Mining Context Activity

The Establish Mining Context activity establishes an understanding of the organization’s product line or new single-system needs, legacy base, and expectations for mining legacy components. This activity develops a baseline of the goals and expectations (such as what the organization hopes to achieve from mining assets and how doing so relates to other product line activities) for the mining project and the component needs that mining will address. It also determines the programmatic and technical drivers for making decisions, reviews legacy systems and documentation, and selects a set of potential candidate components for mining.

3.2.1.2 Inventory Components Activity

The Inventory Components activity identifies the legacy system components that meet product line needs and have the potential to be mined for use as product line components, but that will require more detailed analysis.

In this activity, the characteristics of the product line components’ needs are identified, such as the programming language in which the components are implemented and the need for a component to satisfy particular quality attributes. Legacy components are evaluated based on these criteria; those that don’t meet the criteria are screened out. This activity results in an inventory of candidate legacy components that fulfill component needs.
3.2.1.3 **Analyze Candidate Components Activity**

The Analyze Candidate Components activity performs additional screening on the candidate components and identifies the types of changes that are required to rehabilitate each one.

3.2.1.4 **Plan Mining Options Activity**

The Plan Mining Options activity performs a final screening of candidate components and develops alternative options (aggregation/grouping of components) for mining, based on schedule, cost, effort, risk, and resource considerations. This activity analyzes the impacts of different aggregations in determining options.

3.2.1.5 **Select Mining Option Activity**

The Select Mining Option activity selects the mining option or combination of options that can best satisfy the organization's goals by balancing programmatic and technical considerations. Each mining option is evaluated. The optimal option or combination of options is selected. A summary report and justification for the selected option is prepared.
4 An Example Use of the MAP and OAR Methods

4.1 Scenario

An automotive organization is considering the development of a software product line for the software that controls some of its automotive systems.

The organization wants to analyze several of its legacy automotive systems to determine the commonalities and variabilities across these systems and to determine whether, from a technical viewpoint, it should undertake a software product line approach.

The legacy systems run in a small, embedded system that's characterized by a feedback process-control environment. In this environment, the rotation of a motor moves an object, such as a power window or sunroof, depending on a desired object position (see Figure 4). A sensor provides pulses as a feedback to the process control.

4.2 Solution Using the MAP Method

Two similar domains, sunroof and window lifter, were selected for analysis. Two products (P1, P2) were selected from the sunroof domain, and one product, P3, was selected from the window-lifter domain. Due to the two domains' similarity, if the structure of product P3 could be mapped to products from other domains, the product line architecture could be extended to include products from both domains and a broader range of potential products than had been initially planned.

The MAP method was used to identify whether the two products from the sunroof domain have commonalities that would make it feasible to create a common product line architecture for these products and to determine if the window-lifter product could also be moved to this common architecture. The results of applying the MAP method are summarized below.

![Feedback Process-Control Environment](image)

**Figure 4: Feedback Process-Control Environment**

The MAP method was used to identify whether the two products from the sunroof domain have commonalities that would make it feasible to create a common product line architecture for these products and to determine if the window-lifter product could also be moved to this common architecture. The results of applying the MAP method are summarized below.
After the architecture has been designed, the OAR method can be used to determine if some of the components in the existing systems can be reused as assets in the new product line. The OAR method can be applied to assist the organization in making that determination. In Section 4.4.1, the results of a possible application of the OAR method in this scenario are outlined.5

4.3 Results of Applying the MAP Method in the Example

In the Extraction step, a set of elements and relations were extracted from the source code and loaded into the Dali Workbench [SEI 02]. A set of abstractions was applied to this information to aggregate elements into components. Several views of the components showing different relations were generated. By analyzing the views, it was possible to identify the use of several known architectural styles within the software including the blackboard style, the cyclic executive style, and some layering (though it was not strict).

After completing the Extraction, Composition, and Qualification steps, O'Brien and Stoermer compared the different reconstructed architectures and evaluated them for their application to a potential product line [O'Brien 01].

4.3.1 Component View

The commonalities and variabilities that are an important attribute of a product line architecture are captured at a component level. Architectures that don't address commonalities and variabilities are not suitable candidates for migration to a product line.

First, the component views were represented. Figure 5 illustrates one of the component views for product P1. In this case, the view shows a set of components that has been aggregated from a set of functions, variables, and files. The relation shown between the components is the aggregation of the calls between functions in the components.

The analysis of the components’ calls relations and interface and syntax semantics revealed that products P1 and P2 are similar from a structural perspective because

- They have almost the same set of components.
- Those components have very similar calls relations.
- Those components exhibit similar data usage.

On the other hand, product P3 has substantial structural differences from the other two products. Although product P3 shares a number of the same components, it has a number of

---

5 The example using the MAP method reflects work that was performed on an automotive system. The example using the OAR method is taken from an application of the OAR method in a different domain that has been modified to support the automotive scenario and that represents a hypothetical extension of the MAP example.
additional unique components as well. Product P3 also has extra relationships between components and a similar data usage within and across components.

*Figure 5: Calls Relations in Product P1*

### 4.3.2 Architectural Styles and Attributes

O’Brien and Stoermer also examined the architectural styles of the reconstructed systems to determine whether they were similar enough to be combined in a common product line architecture [O’Brien 01].

The styles and attributes used in all three products are illustrated in Figure 6.

The main architectural style used in products P1, P2, and P3 was a feedback process-control style. Feedback process-control styles are used in reactive systems. Such systems are confronted mostly with disparate, discrete events that require the systems to switch between different behavior modes (e.g., between controlling motions and adjusting the base position). In their report, O’Brien and Stoermer summarize the execution\(^4\) and data-flow\(^5\) views because these views offered substantial input into the decision to migrate to a product line. Other views, such as code or logical views, can be produced. However, O’Brien and

---

\(^4\) An execution view describes the dynamic structure of a system.

\(^5\) A data-flow view shows how data flows among the major software components in a system.
Stoermer found that the execution and data flow, along with other analysis, provided the information needed to support the move to a product line.

![Diagram of Styles and Attributes of Products P1, P2, and P3]

**Figure 6: Styles and Attributes of Products P1, P2, and P3**

### 4.3.3 Execution View

To establish the execution view, O'Brien and Stoermer asked the following questions:

- In which sequence are tasks executed?
- Are critical and less critical operations distinguished?

Figure 5 shows that the MAIN component calls all other components. By examining the MAIN component’s code (identified as the `main` function) and analyzing the calls from the `main` function to functions in the other components, O'Brien and Stoermer found that the MAIN component uses a cyclic executive style. And by analyzing that executive, they identified three execution levels that are common for products P1, P2, and P3:

1. interrupt level
2. critical events level
3. less critical level

---

6 The label for the Communication circle in this figure is blank because it represents information proprietary to the organization for which the MAP method was applied.
The cyclic executive handles the safety and performance attributes to give these critical qualities the highest priority. By talking with the developers and maintainers and looking at existing documentation, O'Brien and Stoermer obtained other information about these products. For example, while all three systems use a cyclic executive, product P3 uses a different timing approach in its executive.

4.3.4 Data-Flow View

The variables accessed in the implementation model showed the central position of the Blackboard architecture style in each of the systems.

In a blackboard environment, there are typically no direct algorithmic solutions to a problem. The problem has to be divided into several computational steps, each of which is a knowledge source and which together form the solution through a set of rules.

The same blackboard environment, shown in Figure 7, is common in products P1, P2, and P3. It occupies shared data space where a set of global variables is defined in several files and used in various functions throughout the systems.

![Figure 7: Blackboard Environment of Products P1, P2, and P3](image-url)
4.3.5 Analysis of Styles and Attributes

Based on this evidence and other data they reported, O’Brien and Stoermer concluded that the styles and attributes (e.g., timing requirements) of products P1 and P2 are identical [O’Brien 01]. Product P3 uses a similar blackboard style, and uses the cyclic executive style, but has a different timing mechanism for the cyclic executive.

O’Brien and Stoermer also analyzed the variable names in terms of their generality and potential usefulness for a product line. They found that

- The terminology used for variable and function names is predominantly at a physical level (e.g., port_123 for speed).
- User activities are hardwired to a specific feature (e.g., button_500ms_pressed for calibrate position). This makes decoupling certain customer requirements from system features difficult.

Based on the results of the evaluation, they recommended the following:

- A migration towards a product line architecture for products in the sunroof domain makes sense from an architectural point of view. There should be an attribute-driven design (ADD) effort at the organization to fully define the product line architecture and to transfer further products into a product line [Bachmann 00]. ADD is a method for designing the software architecture of a product line to ensure that the resulting products have the desired qualities. Parts of the existing products’ architectures may be reused in defining the product line architecture.
- Because of the similarities of architecture styles and comparable functionality, a prototype effort based on the ADD method should investigate a common product line for products in the sunroof and window-lifter domains.

Based on this analysis, a prototype product line architecture was implemented, and a successful prototype system was developed that reused parts of the existing products’ architectures and some of their components. Thus, the MAP method provided important input on making decisions for the reuse of existing architectures in support of the Product Parts Pattern.

4.4 Extended Example Showing the OAR Method

To extend this example, we define a scenario where the organization decides to move towards a product line and develop a product line architecture for the products in the sunroof domain. The organization wants to determine if parts of the existing sunroof products can be reused to satisfy the component needs of the new product line. The OAR method can be used to make decisions on mining components. The following section outlines the results of such a scenario.
4.4.1 Results of Applying the OAR Method to the Example Scenario

During the Establish Mining Context activity, a set of drivers for making decisions on candidate components was established, including interface flexibility, the satisfaction of real-time constraints, portability and interoperability, and the high level of code quality (i.e., high cohesion, low coupling).

Four types of component needs for the new product line were selected for investigation during the application of the OAR method:

1. clock
2. position determination
3. user interface
4. anti-trap capabilities

During the Inventory Components activity, six legacy system components were selected as mining candidates to satisfy these needs. These components were selected by examining the existing sunroof components and matching them to the product line component needs. The selected components include two clocks (Clock-A and Clock-B), a position determination (PTION), two user interfaces (UI-1 and UI-2, based on different customer configurations), and an anti-trap subsystem (Anti-Trap).

During the Analyze Candidate Components activity, the identified components were analyzed to evaluate their potential for use in the new architecture. As the analysis proceeds throughout each activity, a Component Table is filled out, such as Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legacy System Software Components</th>
<th>Black-Box / White-Box Suitability</th>
<th>Level of Changes</th>
<th>Support Software Required</th>
<th>Level of Diff</th>
<th>Level of Risk</th>
<th>Mining Effort (mm)</th>
<th>Mining Cost</th>
<th>New Devel. Effort (mm)</th>
<th>New Devel. Cost</th>
<th>Comp. Cost of Mining</th>
<th>Comp. Effort of Mining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock-A</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>$162,567</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock-B</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>$76,567</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTION</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>$139,533</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI-1</td>
<td>WB (minor)</td>
<td>Minor (10%)</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>$306,733</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI-2</td>
<td>WB (minor)</td>
<td>Minor (10%)</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$13,000</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>$147,067</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Trap</td>
<td>WB (major)</td>
<td>Major (50%)</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>$180,567</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 mm means man month
2 Comp. Means Comparative
3 S&D are Script and Data Files

Table 1: Component Table
Table 1 shows that three potential legacy components were identified for wrapping (the two clocks and the position determination). These components would not require changes to their internal programs. The other three components (the two user interface components and the anti-trap subsystem) were identified as potential white-box components where changes inside the programs would be required.

The components were analyzed and the basic types of changes required to rehabilitate these components were identified. Cost and effort estimates were made for developing the candidate components from scratch as opposed to mining them.

The activities up to and including the Analyze Candidate Components activity provided an analysis of the effort required to rehabilitate individual components. The next activity, Planning Mining Options, groups components to enable management decisions that can best satisfy the organization’s goals by balancing programmatic and technical considerations.

During the Planning Mining Options activity, three options containing aggregations of components were developed. These options are summarized in Table 2. The three options were

1. The clock and position determination components were aggregated as one option. However, since these components depend on interfaces that are yet to be defined, this aggregation may change.

2. The user interface components were grouped as an option.

3. The anti-trap subsystem had self-contained functionality and was treated as a separate option.

The aggregated levels of difficulty and risk for each option were determined. The aggregated level of difficulty is calculated as a weighted average of the individual component’s difficulty level. The level of risk for an aggregation is the highest level of risk for any of the individual components within the option.
### Table 2: Options Table

During the next activity, Select Mining Option, the three options were prioritized, and each was analyzed based on the organization’s goals for the mining effort. The rest of Table 2 was then filled out.

The results showed that the components should be mined according to all three options and then be folded into the new product line. The OAR method thus provides an essential analysis of the technical effort and resources required for the mining of existing assets in support of the Product Parts Pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option No.</th>
<th>Legacy System Components</th>
<th>Support Software Required</th>
<th>Level of Risk</th>
<th>Level of Difficulty</th>
<th>Mining Effort(^1) (mm)</th>
<th>New Development Effort (mm)</th>
<th>New Development Cost</th>
<th>Comparative Cost of Mining</th>
<th>Comparative Effort of Mining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anti-Traps</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>$180,567</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Option Summation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>$180,567</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UI-1</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>$306,733</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UI-2</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$13,000</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>$147,067</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Option Summation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>$35,000</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>$453,800</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Clock-A</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>$76,567</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clock-B</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>$162,567</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTION</td>
<td>S&amp;D Files</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$139,533</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Option Summation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$378,667</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Mining Effort and Cost do not include the effort and cost required to convert the support software’s scripts and data files.
5 Conclusion

While legacy assets need to be an important part of core assets for product lines, systematic methods for deciding when to incorporate legacy assets have not been available. We have shown how two methods, MAP and OAR, fill this gap.

Each method supports different aspects of the Product Parts Pattern, which is applied to develop the core assets for a product line. Within the Each Asset Pattern for architecture, the MAP method provides a suitability analysis of the existing systems' architectures as candidates for a product line architecture. It also provides an analysis of multiple systems to provide information about potential legacy components.

The OAR method provides a disciplined approach for deciding how to rehabilitate components that may be inserted into a product line. It informs the "Make/Buy/Mine/Commission Analysis" practice area and provides systematic support for decision making in the "Mining Existing Assets" practice area.

Though the MAP and OAR methods have not yet been applied together in the same product line effort, the potential for their combination is promising and part of the SEI's future plans to mature product line technology.
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